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 FINALLY MINNEAPOLIS/KANSAS CITY SPREADS ARE CLOSE 
TO A BREAKOUT TO THE UPSIDE 

Posted on 4/2/2014 7:02:53 AM 

  

Higher for soybeans, soybean meal, soybean oil, rough rice and corn while lower for Minneapolis, Kansas 
City and Chicago wheat. The wheat complex still remains in an uptrend even after dropping thirty to forty 
cents over the last week. We all know the world supply of wheat is large but that hadn't stopped the wheat 
from moving higher in a 45 degree angle since the beginning of February. The complex's pullback has 
been fueled, in my opinion, by being spread against by bean traders as the bean complex continues to 
rise led by the beans and meal. Minneapolis has little support below some minor support around 730 
and 700. Then none until 660 down to 640. Resistance lies immediately overhead making it difficult to 
trade for the speculators.  KC's nearest support is around 750, 720 with then below 690.  Chicago is in 
some minor support at this time with more has support under 650 and from 620 down to 600. 
Minneapolis/ KC spreads are close to a breakout to the upside. If they can close over  -15.0, I would 
begin buying retracements. CALL FOR DETAILS!  Oats settled higher but need to close over 460 before I 
would look at buying or down around 380 if the technical look right. Meanwhile, stand aside. They're still 
in an uptrend overall but starting to act heavy. Not holding 420 was not a good sign but the 400 area is 
also important psychologically. Rice seems to be forming a large possible bottom and has broken out of 
strong resistance with less now up to1580. Meanwhile, rice looks to test its last lows after today's 
action. Corn continues to look strong technically although lagging far behind the bean and meal rally. Now 
its consolidation area between 475 and 490 becomes good support. This rally since the beginning of 
March is in spite of drastically reduced cattle and hog herds. Don't forget around 75% of corn goes into 
feed down from 85% before ethanol. The bean complex settled higher with the beans and meal 
making new CONTRACT HIGHS AND CLOSES and the oil making its best high and close in 1 1/2 
weeks. The beans nearest support is under 14500 while the meal's is below 470. Oil continues to lag 
far behind the beans and meal but has been held up thanks to them. BUY SIGNALS FOR 
MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT LONG WITH OATS, CORN, SOYBEANS, 
SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, 
commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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